Customer Guide

Some Kinda Wonderful Scrapbooking Workshop

The cutting diagrams and patterns for this workshop come from p. 42 of our Cherish™ how-to book, which contains 50 inspiring layout patterns. To learn more about this book, talk to your Independent Consultant.
MATERIALS NEEDED
(Enough for five people to each complete the two-page layout)

D1716 My Acrylix® Some Kinda Wonderful—Scrapbooking Stamp Set
BULK395 Some Kinda Wonderful Bulk Paper Packet
X7217D Some Kinda Wonderful Coordinating Cardstock (qty. 2)
1385 White Daisy Cardstock
Z2805 Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z3216 White Twine
Y1003 2” × 2” My Acrylix® Block
Y1009 2” × 3½” My Acrylix® Block

TIPS

• Use White Daisy cardstock for base
• Attach A to bottom left corner, keeping edges flush
• Attach B ½” below top of A
• Attach C 2” from bottom of page, keeping right edges flush
• Using Black ink, stamp circle about 1” from top of page and 7¼” from right edge; to help with placement, hold piece D where it will be attached before stamping
• Wrap D with white twine and tie knot, as shown
• Attach D ¼” from top of page and 2” from right edge
• Using Black ink, stamp “lucky arrow” onto Accent piece; trim out and attach ¼” from left edge of D and ¼” above A
• Using Black ink, stamp “A whole lot of happy” onto Title piece; wrap with white twine, tie knot as shown, and attach ¼” from left edge and bottom of page
If you would like to turn this project into a two-page layout, use the materials listed on the first page and the instructions below to create a second, coordinating page. The pattern below is also from p. 42 of our Cherish™ how-to book.
TIPS

- Use White Daisy cardstock for base
- Attach A 2" from right edge of page, keeping flush with bottom
- Attach B ½" from bottom of page
- Attach C so flush with A and top of page
- Wrap D with white twine and tie knot as shown
- Attach D ½" from top and right edge of A
- Using Black ink, stamp journaling box onto center of Journaling piece; attach ¼" from top and left edge of D
- Using Black ink, stamp circle ¼" from left edge of page and 2½" from top; to help with placement, hold photo where it will be attached before stamping
- Using Black ink, stamp circle about ½" from left edge of page and 7¼" from top; to help with placement, hold photo where it will be attached before stamping